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KDR-BES-U
Universal brush strip
for enclosures

Edge protection trim (100m)

Brush strips in your required length (up to 1.500 mm)
Product description
Cable pass-through brush strip for enclosure bases
or individual cut-outs on cabinets, enclosures, panels,
server racks or machine walls.
Due to the innovative and universal clamp strip the
brush can also be assembled in a 90° angle, e.g. on bent
sheet metal. Suitable for wall thickness 1.5 - 2 mm or
2 - 3 mm. Brush may be removed from the profile at any
time and remounted using other mounting options.
The KDR-BES-U brush strip is adaptable to almost any
enclosure or cabinet type on the market. The standard
gland plates included in the enclosure delivery can be
used for assembly. They do not have to be changed!

Advantages & benefits
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For sheet thickness 1.5 - 2 mm:
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For sheet thickness 2 - 3 mm:
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Fast, simple and tool-free mounting
Original enclosure gland plates can be used
Three mounting types possible
Brush may be remounted at any time using other
mounting options
Available in any custom length up to 1.500 mm
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Scope of delivery:
1× KDR-BES-U (clamp strip + brush)

KDR-BES-U mounting options
Specifications
Material clamp strip
Material backing strips
Material bristles
For sheet thickness
Temperature
Properties

Aluminium
Metal, galvanised
Polyamide (PA)
1.5 - 2 mm / 2 - 3 mm
-20°C to +90°C
Halogen free, silicone free
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pure brush length: 34 mm

Accessories
ZL Strain relief plates

98 - 102

For further details and order enquiries please contact 4Most:
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T: +44 (0) 1371 811 171 E: ssales@4most.co.uk
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